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Atlanta Hawks’ red-hot run is sustainable 

By: Michael Lee 

ATLANTA – If the Atlanta Hawks had just won five in a row, or maybe even 10 in a row, it might be easy 

dismiss them as a fluky team on a hot streak. But since they’ve won a franchise-record 16 straight, 30 of 

32 since Thanksgiving and haven’t lost since the day after Christmas, it might be time to consider what 

the Hawks are doing might be sustainable, like solar energy. 

“It’s not anybody doing something out of the ordinary that makes us win,” Hawks reserve Thabo 

Sefolosha said. “Everybody is playing to their character. Everybody is playing to their role. It’s working 

for us.” 

The Hawks aren’t simply peaking early or taking advantage of weak opponents or schedule breaks. They 

aren’t riding some ridiculous, one-man scoring barrage. They don’t have a Big Three that could let them 

down if one or two have off nights. They usually have five players who can shoot and pass on the floor at 

all times. They don’t have a player ranking in the top 30 in scoring, but all five starters – Al Horford, Paul 

Millsap, Jeff Teague, Kyle Korver and DeMarre Carroll – average double figures for a team that ranks 

sixth in scoring and fifth in offensive efficiency. And perhaps most impressive, they lead the NBA in 

points allowed. 

Of the 26 teams in NBA history to have won at least 16 in a row, 13 have gone on to win the 

championship, including the 2012-13 Miami Heat, which won 27 in a row. That sets up some intrigue for 

how this season unfolds since the Golden State Warriors, who lead the Hawks only by percentage 

points, have also had a 16-game win streak. The 1995-96 Bulls, who won a record 72 games, never won 

18 in a row. 

Atlanta has held a double digit lead in each game of its current win streak, which has seen the Hawks 

outscore opponents by an average of 12.1 points and reel off wins against Portland, Memphis, 

Washington, the Los Angeles Clippers, Toronto, Chicago and Oklahoma City. They haven’t trailed by 

more than nine points since Jan. 5 and are 32-1 when holding a lead of at least 10 points, with the only 

loss coming on Nov. 7 in double-overtime on a bank three-pointer by Charlotte’s Lance Stephenson. 

At 37-8, the Hawks are one victory away from matching their season total from last season, when 

Horford missed the final 53 games and the playoffs with a torn right pectoral muscle. Good health is 

obviously required to keep playing at such a high level but Atlanta continues to attract believers and 

admirers after laying more teams to waste. 

The Hawks will certainly lose another game before the end of the season but they can match the 1971-

72 Los Angeles Lakers for the longest winning streak of 33 games on March 7 in Philadelphia and set a 

new mark at home on March 9 against Sacramento. That might sound ridiculous to consider before they 

get halfway there but could it be any more absurd than what the Hawks are currently doing? 



 


